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We would like to introduce to you a women of the MCRC: Helena (19), mother of a girl 
One who falls in love and starts a family often lives full of hope and optimism. The pain 
is deep when these feelings and hopes for the future are destroyed from one second to 
the next. Unfortunately, this fate is shared by many people in the world whose partners 
leave them. In wealthier countries, parental guardians can usually expect to receive 
alimony for their children.  
Helena was left to her own devices when her partner left her and her seven month old 
daughter. He allegedly did not have enough income to support the child financially. 
Many of the women at the MCRC know this feeling. In addition to struggling with their 
emotions, they also had to find a way to take care of their children on their own.  
Helena has no parents who could have helped her in this difficult time. She never met 
them and grew up in a state orphanage. She was transferred to the MCRC through the 
Women and Children Affairs Bureau. Her daughter, Abigel, who is safe and sound, is 
supported by the MCRC day care program. At the same time, Helena finds the time to 
improve and reinforce her tailoring and embroidering abilities. She attended the MCRC 
advanced training course and stood out because of her fast learning capacity, her talent 
and her dedication. 
The whole team was happy to hear that she passed the so called COC test and 
acquired the officially recognized ‘Certificate of Competency.’
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Women in MCRC
The Story of an Ethiopian Woman  
We would like to introduce to you a women of the MCRC: Helena (19), mother of a girl

In order for her to work independently, she received a sewing machine and her first income generating jobs as seed capital from 
the MCRC. She still participates in projects and tasks for the MCRC Sewing Association for which she is now paid. Helena is 
consequently on her way to an independent life.  
The MCRC stays true to the concept of ‘help for self-help.’ Helena can be very proud of herself. An organization like the MCRC 
can only help her financially, materially and emotionally but it is her that truly built an independent life for her and her daughter

Helena*

* To protect the privacy of our women and mothers, we won’t describe 
in detail their tragic and violent experiences which often implicate 
physically and emotional injuries. Name is changed
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At the end of every year, the spouses of diplomats serving in Ethiopia organize a bazaar to which the women of the MCRC were 
also invited in 2018. There the MCRC signed an agreement with the spouses to help 24 women and mothers become more 
independent.  NGOs, or non-governmental organizations, that are supported by the spouses of the diplomats also get the 
opportunity to attend the yearly bazaar. The most recent bazaar took place on the premises of the African Union compound in 
Addis Ababa. 
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Women in MCRC
A Total Success 
The women of the Sewing Association of the MCRC at the yearly Ethiopian Diplomat’s Bazaar

In addition to the other NGOs that were present, a lot of 
foreigners living in Ethiopia also visited the bazaar and learned 
about the various organizations. For the women of the MCRC the 
day was a total success. They not only earned nearly 24,000 Birr 
(about €700) by selling their hand made products, they also had 
a great day having fun together. In fact, it motivated them so 
much that they are already planning to further produce and 
expand their assortment.  
We would like to sincerely thank the spouses of the diplomats for 
all their support.  
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Bereket isn’t actually a child. He was born in 1998 and is 21 years old. He 
and his brother Yonatan have been supported by the MCRC since 2009 and 
the two live together with their mother in Addis Ababa. He says that he has 
continuously improved in everything since getting help from the MCRC. 
Depending on the respective situation of the children taken into the MCRC, 
some begin their education later than usual and therefore do not finish at the 
age of 18. Education is nonetheless the key for sustainable development aid 
and an integral part of the MCRC approach. This is why the team makes 
sure that everyone gets the support and time they need to build an 
independent life.  

Bereket has nearly reached the end of his school education. He is in the 
twelfth grade at the Kidane Mihret private school and is preparing for the 
national exams which will qualify him for further education. He is a student 
who distinguishes himself not only through his achievements but also his 
ambition. Since he was a child he dreamed of becoming a doctor. “And I am 
now working very hard to achieve my dream,” says Bereket. In the 10th 
grade national exams he achieved the maximum score and he now aims to 
maintain this standard for the upcoming exams.  
Bereket came to the MCRC ten years ago and, like all the other children, has 
developed well. The development of the children, who grow up so fast, fills 
the whole team with pride and gratitude towards our friends and supporters 
who make these hopes for the future possible.  

We are the Children of the MCRC 
Through their personalities, talents and characters the children and young adults of the MCRC are 
individually unique. We welcome you behind the scenes to introduce a different child from the MCRC 
community every newsletter. 

Children in MCRC

Bereket
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Children in MCRC
Christmas in January 
A personal glimpse into the holidays of the 19 year old Mekdes 

For many, the Easter holidays are around the corner but Ethiopia only recently celebrated 

Christmas. The 19 year old Mekdes, a young woman of the MCRC that is about to graduate 

from school, has put together a short article to give friends and supporters of the MCRC a 

glimpse into her Christmas celebrations. 

“Christmas is the most beloved holiday to me because it is the recall of Jesus Christ who was 

born in the holy land of Jerusalem. I love Christmas and celebrate it in a different way than 

other holidays. 

The day before Christmas, me and my mom cook the doro watt, traditional hot stew made 

from chicken, make injera and bake the traditional diffo, big bread baked for holiday. With my 

brothers we clean the house and decor our house. We also go to the church and attain the 

ceremony. 

Doro Wot – This is how the 
traditional dish made with 

chicken can look

Mekdes, 19 years old

On the day of Christmas, we call our 

friends, relatives and neighbors to our 

house for coffee and share what we 

prepared.  The diffo dabo is cut at the 

ve ry spec ia l co f f ee ce remony 

performed for the holiday.

After we finished the ceremony in our house, I go to my friend’s house, we gather 

together eat and drink together and go out to visit other friends and family members.”
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Projects and Special Topics
Private Concert in the MCRC 
Violinist Philipp Wenger visits Addis Ababa 
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Philipp Wenger plays as concertmaster for the Krefeld Theater in Moenchengladbach, Germany. 

The whole MCRC team felt honored that he came to visit during a private trip with his wife, who 

has Ethiopian roots, and his son.  

The visit did not only consist of pleasant conversation but the children, young people, women 

and the team were able to enjoy his music. He brought his violin with him and played some 

pieces in the MCRC courtyard in the shade of the trees.

“I was very curious how small children would react to music that can sometimes be inaccessible. I 

was all the more surprised by how concentrated they listened when I began playing measures 

from one of Johann Sebastian Bach’s solo sonatas”, explains Wenger smiling. As a father of a 

child of the same age, he does not only play major works from the past but also children’s songs. 

“I played the melody of an Ethiopian children’s song that I knew from home as my wife tries to 

teach our son songs from her own childhood. The small children immediately began to dance and 

clap. I was really touched”, says Wenger. When the older kids and young people came home from 

school he of course played works that he normally plays in front of an audience.  

Before the older kids came back from school, his 

audience was primarily made up of Kindergarten 

children who, because of their young age, were not 

particularly interested in classical music. 
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Projects and Special Topics
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“It was a huge honor to welcome such a successful musician as a guest. The little ones certainly had a lot of fun, but especially the young 

people were impressed by his performance and could subsequently ask him questions”, says Rahel Ambaye, director of the MCRC. 

“There is nothing better than making children happy”, claims Wenger. “A slightly older boy later told me: “when I’m older, I want to be just 

like you”. That made me sad as many people and fellow musicians back home forget how lucky they are to play music as a job”

When asked what he will remember from the visit and what he likes about the MCRC in 

particular, he said:  

“As soon as we entered the MCRC, we chose a term for this special place: oasis. Rahel’s 

charm, her warm-heartedness, her worried look but also the order and discipline that 

prevails there in contrast to the city of Addis Ababa which can be loud, confusing and dirty 

left a strong impression.” 

Pictures and videos of Philipp Wenger’s visit are available on YouTube, Facebook and 

Instagram. 

Private Concert in the MCRC 
Violinist Philipp Wenger visits Addis Ababa
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Projects and Special Topics
Next Step: University 
The MCRC kids get older and increasingly they want to go study
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In October 2018, the newsletter featured Nati who is now studying architecture. Now another six children, or rather 
young adults, are getting ready for their turn. Two want to study medicine and become doctors while the others want to 
study economics, architecture, management and law.  

The state universities offer accommodation and catering and they are free of charge. Graduates only pay back student 
loans when they have a job and earn a stable income. Nonetheless, the kids still need support in these last steps 
toward an independent life. They still require clothing, school materials and home textiles like bed linen.  
Another problem that has been identified, are laptops. The students need laptops for their papers and assignments. 
Beruk received help from a private sponsor who no longer needed his laptop. Until further sponsors are found, the 
incoming students will have to share this one or go to the MCRC to use the laptops there.  

If you are interested in the further development of our prospective students, please get in touch at 
team.mcrc@icloud.com 

It is a development that shows the MCRC concept is working. It also shows that the support 
efforts cannot end straight after school. This reflects a common understanding between the 
authorities and the MCRC. More and more young adults that have been supported by the 
MCRC over many years wish to go to university to bring them closer to their career 
aspirations. Some readers might remember Beruk, who wrote about his life, the MCRC and 
his time at university in a column for the newsletter. 
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Greetings from the MCRC
This page appears in every newsletter. The aim is to allow the children and young adults of the MCRC to actively 
shape and creatively contribute to the newsletter. 

Today’s picture once again comes from Samuel.  The 17 year old has already provided the 
newsletter with a variety of great pictures. 
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Information and Contact details
Responsible of newsletter 

Maira Nolte 

Madrider Str. 2 

60327 Frankfurt 

Germany

Sarah Wolf 

Wolfsbend 24 

41379 Brüggen 

Germany

Direction MCRC 

Rahel Ambaye 

C/o MOENCO 

P.O. BOX 5727 

Addis Ababa 

Ethiopia 

Contact e-mail: team.mcrc@icloud.com 
Visit us on Facebook!  

photos videos and further information are on our fanpage: Freunde des MCRC  

NEW - we’re on Instagram: www.instagram.com/mcrc.addis.abeba 

or on our website: www.mcrc-addisababa.org 

Donations from 50 Euro: we of course send you a donation receipt. Please fill in your whole address that we are 

able to send you one.

„Be the change  you wish to 
see in the world.“  

Gandhi

MCRC  Zemen Bank transfer details 

Mother and Child Rehabilitation Center 

Zemen Bank Main Branch 

A/c  No: 1034110003367024 

Swift code: ZEMEETAA 

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 

Förderverein Inner Wheel D 87 

IBAN: DE05401545300059012146 

BIC: WELADE3WXXX 

Sparkasse Westmünsterland 

reference: “MCRC” + your address

donation account Ethiopia donation account Germany

https://www.facebook.com/Freunde-des-MCRC-1381347728764732/
http://www.instagram.com/mcrc.addis.abeba
http://www.mcrc-addisababa.org

